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Born in New York in 1861. 
Father was a newspaper editor 

and postmaster. 
Grandfather owned a 

hardware store. 
Great grandfather was a 

saddlemaker. 



Frederic liked to swim, run, hunt, 
ride and camp. 

He was an only child. 
His father was away at war. 



Frederic was known as a 
troublemaker, always pulling pranks. 

His mother said he would spend 
hours drawing pictures  

on a piece of slate. 



Frederic admired his father since 
he was a ... 

civil war hero 



His father was loving and 
understanding. 

He taught him to ride and 
appreciate horses. 

He also told him many exciting 
war adventures. 





Frederic was a poor student and 
his father thought it might be 
better to send him to military 

school at 13. 



Frederic’s heart was not into 
military school and he was lazy. 

He was more interested in drawing 
soldiers than becoming one. 



So Frederic goes to art school at 
Yale University. 

The cartoon drawings amuse his 
classmates and he decides art is his 

thing. 



At Yale, he becomes bored with art 
and more interested in playing on 
the championship football team. 



Football was more dangerous due to 
no protective gear and lots of injuries. 

This is Frederic’s drawing of the action, 
something he will later do more of. 





Colonel Remington dies at 46,  
soon after Frederic comes home  

to be with him. 

During his second year at Yale, 
Frederic’s father becomes 

seriously ill with tuberculosis. 

It is the saddest moment of 
Frederic’s life. 



With his inheritance, he thinks 
about business and decides maybe 
a cattle ranch or a mining interest.

At 20, Frederic forgets about art. 

He heads west 
to Montana...



This was a picture he had drawn of 
himself heading West in military school. 



He was inspired by the vast prairies, 
shrinking buffalo herds, unfenced 
cattle, and the last confrontations  
of the U.S. Cavalry and the native 

American Indian tribes. 

The wild west

























This was the most important trip 
of his life.



He meets an old wagon driver who 
tells him stories of how the Wild West 

is changing so quickly. 





Remington decides to do all he can to 
record the Wild West before it 

disappears forever! (1890) 



He draws a group of cowboys being 
warned of danger on a old wrinkled 
piece of wrapping paper and mails it 

to a famous magazine. 



The editor of the Harper’s Weekly 
likes it and has it redrawn for print  

since it was so rough. 



So he gets money from his mother 
and starts a hardware business 

like his grandfather did.

He continues sketching but his 
drawings are amateur. 

He gets swindled.

With the remaining money, he buys a 
part interest in a saloon. 

He also gets married. 



Remington sketches saloon cowboys. 
His wife leaves him  
and the saloon fails. 



Remington starts to sketch and 
paint in earnest (meaning really 

putting in an effort).



He wants to work hard and 
improve his skills so that he can 

become the most popular...

illustrator 
of the 



He joins the New York Art League 
and becomes an illustrator.

Things are looking good and his 
wife returns.



Back then, people relied on 
magazines for information instead of 

TV and the internet. 



People could not wait to read 
weekly stories, especially about 

the Wild West. 







Multiple prints were made from 
the plates.

These prints cost between 10 cents 
to $2.00



Remington was fun and loved 
parties and telling jokes. 

He had no trouble interviewing 
cowboys or talking them into 

becoming models. 



cowboys 
and 

He began pen and ink washes of 



At first they looked cartoon-like.













florida 
cracker 
cowboys

Some of them were actually 











U.S. Army was happy to have 
Remington on the scouting missions. 

He drew himself in with the  
Buffalo Soldiers  

(Cavalry of the Great Plains). 



Remington’s illustrations  
become more professional 































Remington was never really in a 
gunfight or a battle.

embellished
the action

He sketched what he saw and 
made up the scenes the way he 

imagined them after listening to 
the stories from soldiers, Indians, 

cowboys, and mountain men.

So, he.....



He was criticized for slightly 
exaggerating to satisfy the eye. 

Remington said... 

“The artist 
must know more 
than the camera.”



Dash for Timber



Remington became an effective 
publicist and promoter of his work. 

His skill at art was being matched 
with a skill of business. 

He asked that his originals be handled 
carefully and returned in pristine 

condition so he could sell them. 



By 1890, only five years after being 
broke and going to Montana, 

Remington becomes one of the best 
known artists in America. 



PAINTing

Remington burns many of his 
illustrations in a bonfire.  

He felt left out from being a “real” 
artist since people thought of him as 

an “illustrator.” 

So he begins.... 



feel the 
Remington’s paintings make you 

rather than see them. 



Return of the Blackfeet War



Pony Tracks in the Buffalo Trails



Fight for the Waterhole





Lane Through the Buffalo 



A Brush with the Redskin 



Remington was invited to  
make the soldiers’ portraits and 

gain them national publicity 
through the articles in the 

Harper’s Weekly.

“soldier artist”
so he became the....



A Cavalryman’s Breakfast 



Charge of the Rough Riders





Scream of the Shrapnel 







Fake 
cowboy



Remington tried to make himself 
out to be a bona fide cowboy and 

Indian scout.

He had a pseudo cowboy speaking 
manner and perpetuated the 

myths of western experiences.

His publishers also preferred to 
have him seen this way for 

commercial reasons.



Self portrait on a horse as he 
wants to be seen.



The real Remington at work





Remington portrayed the Indians 
as fearless, superstitious, ignorant 

and pitiless.

This was typical of the time.

White men were portrayed as 
brave and noble.



A Blackfoot Chief 



A Comanche Brave 



A Regimental Scout 



Conjuring Back the Buffalo 



Indian Scouts Watching Custer’s Advance 



An Indian Trapper 



Radisson and Groseillers 



When his Heart is Bad 



The Buffalo Hunt 





The Last Lull in the Fight 



Harper’s Weekly sent Remington 
to cover the government’s war 

against Geronimo.

He never caught up with him,  
but started collecting  

western items  
and brought them back to his 

studio to make his details look 







In 1888, two of his paintings were 
used on U.S. postage stamps. 

Harper’s Weekly dropped him  
as the star artist since the  
wild west was dwindling. 



Even with the props and relying 
on his memory, Remington often 
made mistakes in his paintings.

oops 



The high pommels and cantles on the 
saddle are common on women’s saddles. 

And the men would carry two edged 
beaver tail knives, not the tack one. 



Remington was one of the first 
American artists to illustrate the 
true gait of the horse in motion.

become his signature subject.

galloping 
horses

Before him, horses were depicted 
with with four legs pointing out.













remington’s 
notetaking

“ My drawing is done entirely from 
memory. I never use a camera now.” 



His notes for the next painting : 

A frightened horse whose right leg 
is tied up to keep off balance. 

Heavy chaparras, a slouch hat and a 
white boiled shirt. 

The foreman comprised anything and 
everything to breaking horses. 



yellow sunlit walls 

cool carmine and blue 
shadows 

green burning bright like opals 



“true colors  
of the west”



His palette was actual observation 
with the  

“cool carmine and blue shadows”  
but critics thought it was unnatural. 



NOCTURNA
L 

Remington loosened his brush strokes 
like the Impressionists and painted in 

more dramatic light. 























“illustrated 
sculptures”



Remington had developed a 360 
degree sense of observation.

He worked with a trained sculptor 
to learn how to make his 

illustrations into  
bronze sculptures.

Critics gave him mixed reviews.











Towards the end of his life, 
Remington was not able to leave 

his studio due to poor health.

He was 300 pounds and had many 
health and heart issues.

Mostly from too much eating, 
drinking, and smoking.



In December of 1909, Remington 
died of complications from an 

appendectomy emergency.
He was 48.



More than anything, Remington 
hoped to be remembered for the 

way he could paint and sculpt 

When he died, most people agreed 
his horses were the best ever.

horses











hollywood 

His embellished  
cowboys and Indians helped 
provide inspiration for the



western shows





School of 

Remington became the most 
successful western illustrator.  

 

for western painting in the  
natural style developed.

And a 
 


